
Tommi, Like what
Verse 1 I know that some yawl don't really feel me You see my attitude is bad and I am cocky I'm really sorry for you honey but frankly I give a damn about whether you like me So tell me what it is that got you hating me Nah forget it cos it aint fazing me Is cos I stay fresh or maybe Cos I walk in the club like what baby Chorus If you got your hair done and your look is tight You got a fresh outfit and your clean tonight Laid back attitude all eyes on you You gotta walk up in the club like what what what Known 22 girls jocking you You got your whole damn crew getting in with you Laid back attitude all eyes on you You better walk up in the club like what what what Verse 2 (Mi$ Thang) So now I got your undivided attention There's a few things that I forgot to mention Like I don't deal with folks who don't listen Cos I'm not the one to deal with all that friction (Bambi) Cos I'm one of those self sufficient women Who's got a big criss house I live in I'm not arrogant I know I'm not tripping But I'm like what when I know your looking (Stylus) My girls you got to have attitude When you walk up in the club Fella's you know they?re all watching you You need to let them know what's up Like What Chorus???.stylus chorus (Peekaboo Rap) When we step in the club its like what Five girlies with sneakers that wont stop See my peeps at the back of the car Jamming with the beat at the bar and make you wanna say ahhh When we riding the rhythm the dance floor Give you more of the Tommi crew for sure at the door We?re gonna move you more, that?s for sure For the fizz to pour, now hit the dance floor Repeat chorus (Lil Chill) If you got your hair done and your look is tight You got a fresh outfit and your clean tonight Laid back attitude all eyes on you You gotta walk up in the club like what what what
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